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Class: ____________           Student: ____________________ 

 

A103 Quiz 2 

I. Listen to your teacher and answer the questions. 

Scores QUESTION RESPONSES 

0 3 6 9 10 

Hello! I’m (Teacher’s name).  What’s your 

name?  How are you? 

I’m ______. Fine, thank you.      

1. (Put a pencil near the student) What is this? This/That/It is a pencil. � � � � � 
2. (Put an eraser far away from the student) 

What is that? 

This/That/It is an eraser. � � � � � 

3. (Put a book far away from the student) What 

is that? 

This/That/It is a book. � � � � � 

4. (Put some pen near the student) What are 

these? 

These/Those/They are pens. � � � � � 

5. (SB 25 Point to the ruler) What is that? This/That/It is a ruler. � � � � � 
6. (SB 25) Point to the bookbag. What is this? This/That/It is a bookbag, � � � � � 
7. (SB 25 Point to the crayon) What are these? These/Those/They are crayons. � � � � � 
8. (SB 25 Point to the scissors) What are those? These/Those/They are scissors. � � � � � 
9. (SB 25 Point to the markers) What are 

these? 

These/Those/They are 

markers. 

� � � � � 

10. (SB 25 Point to the pastes) What is that? This/That/It is paste. � � � � � 
*Okay, talk to you next time.  Goodbye! Goodbye, (teacher).      
 
Note: Some of these questions are ready for asking students without looking at their Big Bird’s Yellow Books.  

Teacher can read the questions twice and be flexible about student’s answer.  Review these questions before 

you do the quiz. 
 
� 3 points for student can understand the questions and answer in key words. 

� 6 points for student who tries to answer the complete sentences with right idea but with grammar 

mistakes. 
� 9 points for student who answers in complete sentence with right ideas but slow and not smoothly. 

� 10 points for student who answers in complete sentence with right idea directly and smoothly. 
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